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The results of experiments on the reproducible generation of an electron beam having a high current

density of up to 300 A/cm2 and a satisfactorily uniform cross-sectional distribution of current density

in a �200 kV, �450 ns vacuum diode with a carbon-epoxy capillary cathode are presented. It was

found that the source of the electrons is the plasma formed as a result of flashover inside the

capillaries. It is shown that the plasma formation occurs at an electric field �15 kV/cm and that

the cathode sustains thousands of pulses without degradation in its emission properties. Time- and

space-resolved visible light observation and spectroscopy analyses were used to determine the

cathode plasma’s density, temperature, and expansion velocity. It was found that the density of the

cathode plasma decreases rapidly in relation to the distance from the cathode. In addition, it was

found that the main reason for the short-circuiting of the accelerating gap is the formation and

expansion of the anode plasma. Finally, it was shown that when an external guiding magnetic field is

present, the injection of the electron beam into the drift space with a current amplitude exceeding its

critical value changes the radial distribution of the current density of the electron beam because

the inner electrons are reflected from the virtual cathode. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4739258]

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a continuous interest in cathodes that can be

used for the generation of pulsed electron beams that have

electron energy of Ee� 100 keV, are uniform in the cross-

sectional area at a current density je� 100 A/cm2, and whose

duration is sp� 10�7 s. These electron beams can be used to

generate intense x-ray fluxes, to pump high-pressure gaseous

lasers, and to generate powerful microwaves. A large

required electron current density dictates that an electron

diode be operated in the space-charge limited mode1 with a

relatively small anode-cathode (AK) gap of several mm. For

instance, in order to obtain je � 300 A/cm2 at an accelerating

voltage of uac �300 kV, the value of the AK gap should be

dAK � 1cm in the case of a space-charge limited flow. Thus,

the average electric field in the AK gap should be Eav

� 300 kV/cm, which could lead to unpredictable electron

emission from the cathode holder, if special measures are not

taken to ensure its insulation. Here, let us note that to gener-

ate such high-current density electron beams a large cross-

sectional area (S> 103 cm2) electron diode, with a relatively

small current density je < 1 A=cm2 at its output can be

used.2 Such diodes are immersed in a guiding external mag-

netic field, which is used to focus the electron beam, produc-

ing high-current electron densities on a target placed at the

desired location. The advantages of this method are: (a) a

relatively small value of je in the diode, which allows one to

operate with a larger dAK value and, correspondingly, to

decrease the value of Eav; (b) the possibility to generate an

electron beam whose duration is rather long (sp �10�4 s).

However, this method requires a guiding magnetic field sys-

tem and a rather long drift region in which the focusing of the

electron beam occurs. Thus, in the majority of applications,

high-current diodes are considered, whose operation is gov-

erned by the properties of the cathode electron source.

Field emission electron sources3 provide extremely

bright electron beams and these sources can be turned on and

off practically simultaneously with the application of the

accelerating voltage. However, in order to obtain je� 100

A/cm2, one has to apply an electric field E> 107 V/cm and to

maintain clean and high vacuum conditions. In addition,

experimental data showed that the application of a pulsed

electric field with E> 107 V/cm leads to an almost simulta-

neous formation of explosive emission (EE) plasma,4 which

terminates electron field emission and is accompanied by

degasing processes and deterioration in the vacuum.

Thermionic electron sources5 also cannot be considered

as appropriate candidates for generating electron beams with

a high-current density in pulsed diodes in spite of the fact

that at present one can purchase thermionic cathodes with

je� 100 A/cm2.6 The operation of these sources also requires

high and pure vacuum conditions. In addition, even modern

thermionic cathodes require heating to �1500 K in order to

achieve je> 100 A/cm2, which leads to the necessity of

applying powerful (several kW) external power supplies and

special high-voltage de-coupling systems and time for heat-

ing and cooling of this type of electron source.

Thus, only electron sources based on rather dense

plasma can be considered for generating pulsed electron

beams with je> 100 A/cm2 at a moderate accelerating volt-

age. Indeed, in order to obtain je � 300 A/cm2 from the

quasi-stationary boundary of the plasma, i.e., when the

plasma electron saturation current density is equal to the cur-

rent density dictated by the space-charge law, the density of

the plasma should be ne � je=½eðkBTe=meÞ1=2� � 6� 1013

cm3 assuming plasma electron temperature, Te, of a few eV,
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where e and me are electron charge and mass, respectively,

and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The importance of stabiliz-

ing the emission plasma boundary is the key issue in pulsed

high-current diodes. Generally, cathode plasma propagation

with a typical ion sound velocity Vpl (for proton plasma

with ion mass mi and Te¼ 4 eV, Vpl � ðkTe =miÞ1=2 � 2

� 106 cm = s) toward the anode, results in a decrease in the

effective AK gap, where the main potential difference

occurs. Using a low impedance, high-voltage (HV) genera-

tor, leads to an increase in the average electric field and, cor-

respondingly, in the extracted electron current density. In

addition, transverse cathode plasma expansion increases the

cross-sectional area, SplðtÞ, of the emitting plasma boundary

and, correspondingly, increases the total emitted electron

current. Finally, when the interaction of high-energy elec-

trons with the anode results in a density energy deposition

xe� 0.1 kJ/g, one obtains anode plasma formation4,7 and, a

corresponding ion emission toward the cathode. This ion

emission switches the diode operation to bi-polar1 mode,

with a 1.86-fold increase in the electron current density due

to partial compensation of the electron space charge in the

cathode’s vicinity, by the space charge of the ion flow.

In addition, this anode plasma thermal expansion also leads

to a decrease in the effective AK gap. One can estimate

roughly the time of the anode plasma formation as

spl � xeqake=jeEe � 100 ns, where qa � 9 g/cm�3 is the spe-

cific density of an anode made of copper or stainless steel, ke

� 2�10�3 cm is the typical electron mean free path,

je � 100 A=cm2, and Ee � 200 keV. Thus, one can describe

the time evolution of the electron current in a diode at time

t > spl as:

IdðtÞ ¼ 1:86� k � SplðtÞ
4

9
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" #

;

where k> 1 is the coefficient that considers the increase in

the space-charge limited electron/ion current density due to

deviation from the diode planar geometry, i.e., so-called

edge effects,8–10 and ug and Zg are the HV generator output

voltage and impedance, respectively.

There are two main categories of plasma source: active

and passive.11,12 In an active plasma source, the cathode

plasma is formed prior to the application of the accelerating

pulse, whereas in passive plasma sources it is formed by an

accelerating pulse applied to the diode. The advantage of an

active plasma source is that one can control the parameters

of the plasma (density, temperature, and expansion velocity).

However, when these sources are applied, additional power

supplies and HV decoupling elements are needed. In general,

this type of electron source consists of a plasma source

located inside a cathode cavity that has an output grid to sta-

bilize the plasma emission boundary. Several plasma sources

were investigated during the last decades for the generation

of electron beams with je< 100 A/cm2 (see, for instance

review of active plasma sources, Ref. 13). Here we briefly

review only the ferroelectric plasma source14,15 (FPS) and

hollow anode16,17 (HA) plasma sources, which have features

similar to those of other active plasma sources from the point

view of electron beam extraction.

In FPS, the plasma generation occurs due to ionization

of desorbed and sputtered gas and bulk material by electron

avalanching along the ferroelectric surface, in the tangential

component of the electric field of a driving pulse, whose am-

plitude is a few kV, that is applied between the strip-like

front and rear solid electrodes, (the average normal compo-

nent of the electric field is in the range is 10 – 25 kV/cm). It

was shown that the parameters of the plasma in the vicinity

of the ferroelectric surface can be controlled in a rather broad

range, i.e., ne¼ 1011 – 1015 cm�3, Te¼ 1 – 8 eV, by the am-

plitude and form of the driving pulse and the properties of

the ferroelectric.14,15 The process of surface plasma genera-

tion is accompanied by this plasma expansion toward the

cathode output grid and pre-filling of the AK gap by the

dilute plasma prior to the application of the accelerating

pulse. Thus, at the beginning of the accelerating pulse one

obtains “cleaning” of the AK gap of this dilute plasma, so-

called plasma pre-filled mode of the diode operation.1,17

Later in the accelerating pulse, electron beam generation,

with a current density determined by the space-charge law,

occurs from the plasma boundary fixed in the vicinity of the

cathode output grid. These plasma sources were used suc-

cessfully to generate electron beams with je� 50 A/cm2,

sp� 300 ns and a cross-sectional area up to 100 cm2.18,19

The HA with an incorporated FPS was also successfully

used to generate electron beams with je< 50 A/cm2.20 The

operation of the HA has the following sequences. First, a

driving pulse is applied to the FPS placed at the bottom of

the cylindrical HA, which causes surface plasma to be gener-

ated and to expand. When this relatively dilute plasma

reaches the HA wall, a main discharge is initiated by an addi-

tional pulsed generator between the FPS front electrode and

the HA walls. This discharge forms a relatively dense plasma

(�1012 cm�3) which fills the entire HA volume and pene-

trates through the HA output high transparency grid, into the

AK gap. At the time when the density of the HA plasma in

the vicinity of the output grid reaches the desired value, an

accelerating pulse, produced by a HV pulsed generator, is

applied to the HA (at that time the HA becomes the cathode

of the diode). This leads first to the plasma prefilled mode of

the diode operation, followed by electron extraction from the

plasma boundary located at the HA output grid. In order to

decrease the plasma pre-filling of the AK gap, an auto-bias

of the HA output grid was used.21 This HA was used in order

to generate a large cross-sectional area (�100 cm2) electron

beam with je� 35 A/cm2.16

Both of these active plasma sources, as well as other

similar plasma sources,13 operate in moderate vacuum condi-

tions (1–10 mPa), allowing electron beams to be generated

with a total current amplitude up to several kA, satisfactory

uniform cross-sectional current density distribution, and

pulse duration of several hundreds of ns at accelerating vol-

tages of several hundreds of kV. However, the application of

these active plasma cathodes to generate electron beams

with je> 100 A/cm2 is severely restricted. Indeed, in the
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active plasma source, when fast extraction of electrons from

the plasma occurs, the latter acquires a positive potential

because of the plasma ions’ slow response. For instance, it

was shown that when the current amplitude of the extracted

electron beam reaches �1 kA (je� 30 A/cm2), the plasma

potential rises up to �6 kV.17,22 When the extracted current

has a larger amplitude, the increase in the plasma positive

potential could reach even tens of kV. This leads to an

increase in the energy of the plasma ions accelerating in the

sheath that is formed between the plasma and output grid

and cathode walls. These energetic ions form plasma spots at

the grid surface and on the inner surface of the cathode struc-

ture. These plasma spots become the source of electrons that

lead to the non-uniformity of the extracted electron beam.

Thus, active plasma sources also cannot be considered

appropriate candidates for generating electron beams with

je> 100 A/cm2 and a total current amplitude of a few kA.

Now let us consider briefly passive plasma sources,

namely EE and flashover plasmas, which can serve as almost

unlimited electron sources due to the high density

(ne> 1014 cm�3) of the plasma. EE plasma appears as a

result of the fast phase transitions of micro-protrusions that

always exist at the cathode surface.4 At the apexes of these

micro-protrusions, one obtains an enhancement of the

applied electric field, which causes an exponential increase

in the field emission current density, and a corresponding

fast increase in the temperature of the micro-protrusion and

the transformation of the field emission to thermionic emis-

sion. The latter allows electron emission to increase, which

leads to a further increase in the temperature of the apex, its

melting, and evaporation, and to dense plasma formation due

to ionization of vapors by emitted electrons. Depending on

the amplitude of the electric field and on the properties of the

cathode material, one can estimate the time delay in the

plasma formation as23 sd � qvr0lnðTcr=TÞ
Ð t

0
j2
eðtÞdt; where

T0 and Tcr are the initial temperature and critical temperature

at which the explosion of the material occurs, respectively,

r0 is the initial conductivity of the material, and v is the spe-

cific energy necessary for the material to melt. Estimates

show that in order to obtain a <10 ns time delay in the for-

mation of the explosive plasma, the value of je flowing

through the micro-protrusion should be in the range (2–

6)� 108 A/cm2. In addition, EE is accompanied by cathode

erosion at a typical rate of �10�4 g/C, which leads to vac-

uum deterioration when the diode is operated at a high repe-

tition rate. The main obstacle in the application of EE

plasma is its fast (>106 cm/s) expansion velocity because of

large density gradients. Indeed, the plasma density decreases

drastically away from the vicinity of the explosive center,

from �1019 cm�3 at a distance of �30 lm to �1018 cm�3 at

a distance of �100 lm.23 Other obstacles to the use of EE

plasma are its cross-sectional non-uniformity and the time

delay in this type of plasma generation in the case of a mod-

erate accelerating voltage amplitude (�105 V/cm) and rise

time [dE/dt� 5� 1012 V/(cm	s)].24 In fact, the phenomenon

of EE was revealed and explained by Mesyats and co-

authors4,25,26 but they do not consider the time dependence

of the appearance of EE sources in relation to the rise time

of the accelerating pulse. However, experimental results24,27

showed that the uniformity and time delay in the explosive

plasma emission depend not only on the value of the applied

electric field but also strongly on the rise time of the acceler-

ating voltage. Thus, one should consider that in the case of a

fast rising [dE/dt> 1013 V/(cm	s)] electric field, the mecha-

nism of the cathode plasma formation involves not the explo-

sion of micro-protrusions but flashover plasma. Indeed, the

existence of dielectric micro-inclusions at the surface of

the cathode can lead to dielectric surface flashover and, cor-

respondingly to plasma formation.23 In order to achieve

effective flashover, one has to apply an electric field with a

large dE/dt in order to achieve effective polarization of the

dielectric inclusion which causes flashover. In addition,

dielectric flashover can be realized by the plasma ion flow,

which causes charging of the dielectric followed by an elec-

trical surface breakdown. Thus, one can conclude that the

application of an EE cathode at a moderate value and rise

time of the accelerating voltage is problematic for the gener-

ation of electron beams with uniform cross-sectional current

density distribution and pulse duration>10�7 s.

The flashover plasma formed at the surface of the cath-

ode was extensively investigated in cathodes made of differ-

ent types of velvet and carbon fibers, and in metal-ceramic

and multi-capillary cathodes.28–43 In general, these types of

cathodes are characterized by surface flashover plasma for-

mation in the nanosecond timescale due to the fast polariza-

tion of the dielectric or metal high-resistive fibers.27 That is,

the flashover process occurs due to the charging of the indi-

vidual fiber’s “stray” capacitance by the displacement cur-

rent, dE/dt. When the value of dE/dt is larger than the sum of

the emitted current and the leakage surface current, the

induced potential difference initiates a surface discharge

and, correspondingly, plasma formation. Experiments with

different types of such cathodes (velvet and carbon fiber,

multi-capillary, and metal-ceramic cathodes) using different

types of time- and space-resolved optical, spectroscopic,

electrical, and x-ray diagnostics, showed that the formation

and uniformity of this type of plasma depend strongly on the

value and rise time of the accelerating voltage.24,42 Namely,

the larger the value of dE/dt, the faster is the formation and

uniformity of the plasma. In fact, the plasma formation on

the surface of carbon and velvet fiber cathodes is character-

ized by many bright spots, which are satisfactorily uniformly

distributed at the beginning of the accelerating pulse and re-

distributed during the accelerating pulse to the periphery of

the cathode due to the edge effect. The latter allows a larger

current density at locations having a larger electric field.

Nevertheless, these cathodes have demonstrated their excel-

lent operation characteristics: fast turn-on, i.e., plasma for-

mation starts at E � 10 kV/cm; uniform cross-sectional

electron beam distribution; long lifetime; low out-gassing;

and relatively low velocity of the plasma expansion. These

features of the carbon and velvet fiber cathodes operation

allow one to obtain almost constant diode impedance. These

cathodes were used to generate electron beams with a current

density <50 A/cm2 and cross-sectional area up to several m2.

However, efforts to use the same cathodes to generate
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electron beams with a current density >100 A/cm2 and pulse

duration >100 ns failed, because of the damage incurred by

these cathodes (<103 of generator shots) and fast AK gap

plasma shorting. The short lifetime of these cathodes is related

to the formation of several hot plasma spots that supply the

main part of the electron emission; the plasma of these spots

expands fast, leading to the AK shorting. This concern applies

also to other types of active plasma sources. That is, the for-

mation of hot spots on the surface of the cathode or cathode

output grid leads to denser plasma formation, which supplies

a larger current density and, correspondingly, obtains a higher

temperature due to Joule heating. This leads to a decrease in

the plasma resistivity and a larger current which starts to flow

in this region. This self-consistent process leads to faster

plasma propagation in that location and shorting of the AK

gap. Thus, the application of this type of cathodes for the gen-

eration of high-current electron beam with current density

>100 A/cm2 and pulse duration >100 ns is also problematic.

To summarize this introduction, one can conclude that

at the present there is no reliable and long life-time electron

source which can be used for the generation of an electron

beam with je� 100 A/cm2 at an accelerating voltage of

several hundreds of kV and sp> 100 ns. In this paper, we

describe the results of experiments with a carbon-epoxy cap-

illary cathode, which was used to generate electron beams

with a current amplitude up to 2.5 kA, je � 300 A/cm2 and sp

� 400 ns, at an accelerating voltage of uAK� 200 kV. Using

different time- and space-resolved electrical, optical, x-ray

and spectroscopic diagnostics, it was found that this type of

cathode outperforms those made of carbon fiber or velvet.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cathode

is made of 76 carbon-epoxy capillaries (“Van Dijk Pultru-

sion Products”) having almost infinite resistivity. These

capillaries were uniformly distributed and fixed in an alumi-

num holder, 3 cm in diameter. The external and internal

diameters of each capillary are 1.5 mm and 0.7 mm, respec-

tively, and the distance between the centers of neighboring

fibers is 3 mm. In the experiments, two cathode designs were

tested. In the first, a screening electrode was not used and, in

order to decrease the edge effect, the length of the capillaries

was reduced toward the cathode’s periphery, i.e., the cathode

had a sphere-like form (see Fig. 1(a)). In the second design,

equal lengths of carbon-epoxy capillaries were used with a

screening electrode (see Fig. 1(b)) made of aluminum coated

with 100 lm-thick Al2O3 ceramics.

Electron beam generation was studied in a vacuum

diode immersed in an axial external guiding magnetic field,

whose purpose was to prevent a large electron divergence

and possible electron emission from the cylindrical surface

of the cathode holder. The anode was made of a stainless

steel grid having 50% transparency and cell size of

970 lm� 970 lm. In the experiments, the value of the AK

gap dAK was varied in the range 8–15 mm.

The cathode and anode were placed inside a vacuum

stainless steel tube, 90 mm in diameter and 700 mm in

length, and having windows for optical access. Two turbo-

molecular pumps were used to produce a 2� 10�5 Torr vac-

uum in the tube. An external axial guiding magnetic field of

�3 kG with a half period duration of 400 ls was produced

by a solenoid, consisting of five coils connected in series and

supplied by a 600 lF, 2 kV capacitor bank. This magnetic

field was sufficient to magnetize the electron beam (electron

Larmor radius rL � mecðc2 � 1ÞðeBÞ�1 � 5:5 mm, where

c¼ 1.4 is the relativistic factor for an accelerating voltage of

200 kV, B¼ 0.3 T and c is the light velocity). The axial uni-

formity of the magnetic field was checked using a calibrated

Hall probe and was found to be in the range of 610% along

a 30 cm distance with respect to the anode grid.

The diode was powered by a 12-stage pulsed forming

network HV generator (�200 kV, �50 X, �450 ns),41 which

was triggered by a Maxwell generator (model 40230) when

the external magnetic field reached its maximal value. The

diode voltage uAK and current Id were measured using an

active voltage divider and self-integrated Rogowski coil,

respectively, and the electron beam current Ib was measured

by a movable low-inductance Faraday Cup (FC) placed

inside the drift tube at different distances behind the output

anode grid. The FC had an entrance hole 54 mm in diameter,

covered by a high transparency (�80%) stainless steel grid.

The light emission of the plasma formed at the carbon-

epoxy capillaries surface (side and front views) was studied

using a fast framing 4Quik05A camera. For the front view,

in order to avoid beam electron interaction with the perspex

window placed at the output of the drift tube, two permanent

magnets were installed at that location (see Fig. 1(a)). The

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Carbon fiber-epoxy

cathode with a screening electrode.
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uniformity of the radial distribution of the electron beam cur-

rent density was checked by an array of eight collimated Far-

aday cups (CFCs). The diameter of the entrance hole of each

CFC was 1 mm. In addition to the CFCs’ measurements, the

cross-sectional distribution of the electron beam current den-

sity at different distances from the grid anode was checked

by x-ray imaging of the movable collector. In this case, a

100 lm-thick Mo foil collector, to which was attached a

2 mm-thick EJ200 fast plastic scintillator, was used. Electron

beam interaction with Mo foil causes x-ray generation,

which produces a luminescence pattern of the electron beam

in the attached scintillator, and this pattern is captured by the

fast framing camera.

The cathode and anode plasma parameters (density, tem-

perature, and expansion velocity) were studied using visible

time- and space-resolved spectroscopy. The measurements

were made using a 750 mm Jobin Yvon spectrometer (2400

grooves/mm grating, spectral resolution of �0.1 Å/pix). The

light emission from the plasma was collected through a Plexi-

glas window by a lens which focused the input spectrometer

slit to the desired location inside the AK gap (see Fig. 1(a)).

The spectral line images at the output of the spectrometer were

recorded by a 4Quik05A framing camera. In the experiments,

when the time evolution of the different spectral lines was stud-

ied at different distances from the cathode, a photomultiplier

tube (PMT Hamamatsu R1617) was used. The PMT was placed

behind a slit (observable spectral range of �10 Å) which was

mounted at the spectrometer output. The calibration of the opti-

cal system was carried out using Oriel spectral lamps.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. General parameters of the diode

Typical waveforms of the diode voltage, current, and elec-

tron beam current, measured by the FC at a distance of �5 cm

from the anode grid are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the diode

current temporal behavior is governed by the space-charge

law. However, when one wants to simulate this current behav-

ior, several additional and not well defined processes should be

considered. Namely, one has to include the time-dependent

cross-sectional area of the emitting plasma boundary due to its

expansion across the magnetic field, and the decrease in the

effective AK gap because of the cathode plasma expansion to-

ward the anode.4,41 Here, let us note that both the radial and

axial plasma expansion velocities could be time-dependent

because of the change in the plasma gradients during plasma

expansion. In addition, one has to take into account the electric

field enhancement at the emitting boundary of the plasma,

which also changes during the accelerating voltage. Finally,

one has to include in this calculation effects related to the an-

ode plasma formation, which is determined by the electron

beam energy density deposition into the anode grid. In the

present experiments, the appearance of this anode plasma is

delayed by sd � 100 ns with respect to the beginning of the

accelerating voltage when the electron energy density deposi-

tion becomes �0.1 kJ/g. The anode plasma expansion toward

the cathode also leads to a decrease in the AK gap. In addition,

ion emission from the anode plasma boundary partially com-

pensates the space-charge of emitted electrons. Thus, it is diffi-

cult to make a simulation of the diode current without precise

knowledge of the time evolution of the above described proc-

esses of the cathode and anode plasma evolution. Nevertheless,

one can estimate roughly that the average expansion axial ve-

locity of both the anode and cathode plasmas does not exceed
�Vpl � 2.7� 106 cm/s taking into account that the duration of

the HV phase of the diode operation does not exceed 550 ns.

In the experiments with dAK¼ 1 cm, the HV pulse duration

was found to be sp � 450 ns, which results in an even lower

value of �Vpl� 2.2� 106 cm/s. Here, let us note that the wave-

form of the electron beam current follows the waveform of the

diode current until sd� 200 ns. Later in the accelerating pulse,

one obtains a significant decrease in the amplitude of the elec-

tron beam current. This can be explained by neutralization of

the electron beam space charge by co-moving ions emitted

from the anode plasma that is formed at that time.

As one can see in Fig. 2, the electron emission starts

almost simultaneously with the beginning of the accelerating

voltage, i.e., at uAK � 30 kV, which corresponds to an average

value of Eav � 20 kV/cm. Such a low electric field threshold,

sufficient for the beginning of the electron emission, is typical

for the flashover plasma which can be formed on the surface

of the carbon fiber-epoxy as a result of a large value of dE/dt
� 1013 V/(cm	s).24 The amplitude of the diode current reaches

Id � 2.8 kA which corresponds to a rather large average value

of �je � 385 A=cm2 for the plasma emitting area of �7 cm2.

One of the important properties of the electron diode is

its impedance behavior. In Fig. 3, the temporal dependence

of the diode impedance Zd¼uAK/Id at B� 3 kG and dAK

� 11 mm is shown. For comparison, the impedance of the

diode with a velvet cathode measured in the same experimen-

tal conditions is shown as well. One can see that when carbon

fiber-epoxy and velvet cathodes are used the value of Zd

decreases from Zd � 90 X and Zd � 75 X at the beginning of

the accelerating pulse down to Zd � 18 X and Zd � 45 X at sd

� 450 ns, respectively. The smaller value of Zd at sd � 50 ns

for the velvet cathode can be explained qualitatively by faster

flashover plasma formation at its surface and a larger amount

of plasma spots as compared with the carbon fiber-epoxy cath-

ode.24 The significant, �2.5 times smaller value of Zd at

sd � 450 ns for the carbon fiber-epoxy cathode can be

FIG. 2. Typical waveforms of the diode voltage (a), diode current (b), and

electron beam current (c). B� 3 kG, dAK� 1.5 cm, the distance from the an-

ode grid to the Faraday cup is of 5 cm.
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explained by a faster cathode plasma expansion toward the an-

ode than in the case of the velvet cathode. In the latter case,

an average total (cathode and anode) plasma expansion veloc-

ity can be estimated as �Vpl� 2� 106 cm/s. Here let us note

that the impedance of the diode with velvet cathode was

obtained in the first few shots of the generator, because as it

will be shown below, the emission properties of the velvet

cathode deteriorate rather fast along the number of shots. In

addition, during the 450 ns of the accelerating pulse, the

energy delivered to the diode by the HV generator was �70%
of the stored energy. The remaining �30% of the stored

energy was dissipated in the discharge gaps and in the Joule

heating of the plasma when the diode shot-circuit occurred.

Let us note that the rate of the decrease in diode impedance

is dZd/dt � 3.4� 108 X/s during the first 250 6 30 ns of the

accelerating pulse, and it becomes significantly slower, dZd/dt
�108 X/s, in the remaining part of the accelerating pulse. This

temporal behavior of the diode impedance can be explained by

the cathode plasma transverse and axial expansion. The plasma

flows generated by the expansion of separate capillaries in the

transverse direction leads to overlapping of these flows and, to

a corresponding increase in the emission plasma boundary and

the amplitude of the emitted electron current. In addition, as

will be shown later, the plasma expansion toward the anode

leads to a drastic decrease in the plasma density. Thus, one can

suppose that the fast decrease in the diode impedance obtained

at the beginning of the accelerating pulse is related primarily to

the increase in the plasma emitting area.

The study of the lifetime of the carbon fiber-epoxy cath-

ode showed that after �4000 generator pulses at an average

current density of �je� 340 A/cm2 (in these experiments the

AK gap was dAK¼ 11 mm), the amplitude of the diode cur-

rent and voltage did not change, and the carbon-epoxy fibers

incurred no visible damage (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)). In the

same experimental conditions, the test of the velvet-based

cathode already showed a drastic decrease in the diode

current within 200 generator pulses, and after 1000 pulses

the amplitude of Ib decreased by 1.6 times, from 2.4 kA up to

1.5 kA (see Fig. 4(c)). Moreover, a visual inspection of the

velvet revealed severe damage in the form of several burned

spots, with a diameter of several mm at the surface of the

velvet. The reason for this damage could be the non-

uniformity of the plasma, which led to an extremely large

current density at these locations. Thus, velvet cannot be

considered as a long-life electron source for the generation

of an electron beam with je> 100 A/cm2.

In addition to the velvet cathode, the carbon-epoxy cap-

illary cathode was compared with carbon and aluminum

cathodes in the same experimental conditions. These catho-

des have a cylindrical form with rounded edges and concen-

tric grooves at the emitting surface. Typical waveforms of

the diode voltages obtained at dAK� 1 cm with carbon fiber-

epoxy capillaries and Al cathodes are shown in Fig. 5. One

can see a spike in the voltage for the Al cathode (a similar

spike was also observed for the carbon cathode) that demon-

strates also an increase in the time delay in the beginning of

the electron emission. Indeed, in the case of the Al cathode,

the beginning of the electron emission was delayed by

15 6 5 ns as compared with that of the carbon-epoxy capil-

lary cathode. In addition, one can see a significant decrease

in the duration of the voltage pulse in the case of the Al cath-

ode (�500 ns) as compared with that of the carbon-epoxy

capillary cathode (�580 ns). For the carbon cathode, the

voltage pulse duration was also �500 ns. The shorter dura-

tion of the accelerating pulse for the Al or carbon cathodes

can be explained by the faster expansion velocity of the

FIG. 3. Diode impedances: 1 – carbon-epoxy capillary cathode; 2 – velvet

cathode. B� 3 kG, dAK� 11 mm, /AK� 160 kV.

FIG. 4. Photos of the carbon-epoxy capillary cathode and typical waveforms

of the diode voltage and current (a) after �100 and (b) �4000 generator

shots. (c) Dependence of the electron beam current measured by the FC cup

at the distance of 5 mm behind the anode grid on the number of accelerating

pulses: 1 – carbon-epoxy capillary cathode; 2 – velvet cathode. B� 3kG,

dAK� 1.1 cm, uAK� 145 kV.
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cathode and anode plasmas. In Sec. III B, it will be shown

that these data relate to a smaller amount of plasma spots

formed at the surface of the Al and carbon cathodes and, cor-

respondingly, to a larger current density supplied by each

plasma spot. The latter requires that the plasma at that loca-

tion have higher temperature and density values, which

results in faster plasma expansion velocity.

In order to test the dependence of the time delay in the

electron emission on the accelerating voltage rise time,

duAK/dt, the value of duAK/dt was increased from 20 ns up

to 280 ns by an increase in the gas pressure inside the HV

generator spark gap tube. It was found that this increase in

duAK/dt results in a �100 ns time delay in electron emission

in the case of the Al cathode as compared with the carbon-

epoxy capillary cathode (see Fig. 6). These data indicate a

different phenomenon that governs the electron emission in

the case of carbon fiber-epoxy and Al or carbon cathodes.

For the carbon fiber-epoxy flashover plasma can be gener-

ated even for a slow rise-time of the accelerating pulse due

to the high resistance of the fiber. However, the formation

of explosive emission plasma or flashover plasma on

micro-protrusions or dielectric inclusions on the surface of

Al or carbon cathodes requires significantly larger values of

duAK/dt.
Thus, the experimental results presented in this sub-

section showed that the carbon-epoxy capillary cathode outper-

formed the commonly used explosive emission cathodes

(larger time delay in turn-on and faster plasma expansion ve-

locity) and flashover plasma velvet cathode (shorter life-time).

B. Light and x-ray emission measurements

1. Front view light images of the cathode plasma

Typical front, light emission images, obtained with the

carbon-epoxy capillary cathode (see Fig. 1(a)) at different

time delays with respect to the beginning of the accelerating

pulse are shown in Figs. 7(a)–7(d). One can see that almost

all the fibers emit a bright light already at sd � 50 ns with

FIG. 5. Typical waveforms of the diode voltage: 1 – carbon-epoxy capillary

cathode, 2 – Al cathode. dAK� 1 cm.

FIG. 6. Typical waveforms of the diode voltage (a) and current (b).

1 – carbon-epoxy capillary cathode; 2 – Al cathode. dAK� 1 cm.

FIG. 7. (a)-(d) Typical front image of light emission from the carbon-epoxy capillary cathode, (e)-(h) typical x-ray image of the electron beam. (a) and (e)

sd� 50 ns; (b) and (f) sd� 80 ns; (c) and (g) sd� 130 ns; (d) and (h) sd� 180 ns. The frame duration was 20 ns. A Mo foil collector was placed behind the an-

ode grid, B� 3 kG, dAK¼ 1 cm, uAK� 150 kV. The cathode is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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maximal intensity at the peripheral capillaries. The number

of these emission centers does not change during the acceler-

ating pulse and only the diameters of these bright spots

are increased due to radial plasma expansion. Let us note

that spots of much lower intensity were already obtained at

sd � 30 ns (Eav� 15 kV/cm), which agrees well with the be-

ginning of electron emission and with the appearance of the

light and electron emission in the case of the velvet cathode

which was tested in the same experimental conditions. The

increase in the magnification of the framing camera allows

one to obtain a weak light emission from the location

between the fibers at sd> 150 ns. The latter can be related to

the plasma expansion across the magnetic field, which

should lead to an increase in the cross-section of the plasma

emission area. The Bohm diffusion coefficient for the plasma

expansion in the transverse direction, which can be estimated

as D? ¼ ckBTe=16eB ¼ 6:25 	 106TeB�1 � 104cm2=s, results

in the plasma expansion distance d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D?t
p

� 0:66 mm dur-

ing t¼ 200 ns. Thus, within �200 ns of the accelerating pulse

one can expect overlapping of the plasma flows that are

formed at neighboring fibers.

2. Side view light images of the light emission

A drawing of the AK gap viewed from the side through

the Perspex window is presented in Fig. 8. Side-view fram-

ing images of the light emission were obtained at different

values of sd and at a small angle with respect to the normal

to the AK axis in order to distinguish anode light reflections

from actual anode plasma spots.

The motivation behind these measurements was to

determine the location where the cathode plasma occurs, i.e.,

either on the internal or external cylindrical surface of the

carbon-epoxy capillary. Fig. 9 presents these light images

taken at different values of sd. One can see that during the

entire 500 ns of the HV pulse there are no signs of dense

plasma on the external surface of the capillaries, while on

the edges of the capillaries obvious plasma spots are visible

throughout the entire HV pulse. Since the cathode’s capilla-

ries are made of an insulating material, one can state that the

plasma is generated by a surface flashover that occurs inside

the capillary, similar to that shown in the case of the multi-

capillary dielectric cathode.49 In addition, the steep decay of

the light emission of the cathode plasma spots in relation to

the distance from the cathode indicates a fast decrease in the

cathode plasma density. These data are in qualitative agree-

ment with the spectroscopic measurements described in

Secs. III C 1 and III C 2. The weak light emission from the

anode grid at sd < 150 ns is related to the light emitted by

the cathode plasma and reflected by the anode. However, at

sd � 150 ns one obtains generation of anode plasma spots,

the intensity of which increases during the accelerating

pulse. At sd � 350 ns the intensity of the anode spots

becomes brighter than the cathode plasma luminosity. These

data indicate formation of rather dense and hot anode

plasma. During the voltage pulse, this plasma propagates

towards the cathode and at sd � 450 ns one obtains overlap-

ping between anode and cathode plasmas that coincides with

the termination of the accelerating pulse and the beginning

of the ringing in the diode current, i.e., with the short-

circuiting of the diode. Thus, one can conclude that the rea-

FIG. 8. Schematic drawing of the AK gap view point.

FIG. 9. Side view framing images of light emission from the cathode and anode plasmas at different time delays with respect to the beginning of the accelerating

pulse. B� 3 kG, dAK¼ 1 cm, uAK� 150 kV. The cathode is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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son for the diode shortening is the formation and propagation

of the anode plasma, while the expansion of the cathode

plasma plays a minor role in this process.

In order to check this conclusion, the anode grid was

removed, which resulted in a magnetically insulated coaxial

diode setup. This diode generates a cylindrical hollow elec-

tron beam which propagates in the axial direction and has an

azimuthal drift in the Er�Bz fields. Typical waveforms of

the diode current and voltage when planar and coaxial diodes

were used are shown in Fig. 10. One can see that the ampli-

tude and duration of the accelerating pulse increases signifi-

cantly in the case of the coaxial diode, and calculations

showed that almost all the energy stored in the HV generator

was delivered to the diode and transferred to the energy of

the electron beam. Framing images of the light emission

from the cathode plasma in the case of the coaxial diode (see

Fig. 11) showed that the cathode plasma light emission also

remains close, <2 mm; to the edges of the capillaries. In

addition, one can see that the plasma formation occurs

mainly at the capillaries located at the cathode’s periphery

where the largest electric field is realized. The amplitude of

the diode current reached �1.2 kA, which gives an average

current density of 400 A/cm2 for the plasma emitting area of

�3 cm2.

Cross-sectional uniformity of the electron beam was

studied using x-ray imaging and an array of CFCs. Typical

x-ray images of the electron beam generated in the diode

when using the carbon-epoxy capillary cathode (Fig. 1(a))

demonstrate a satisfactorily uniform electron beam current

density even at the beginning of the accelerating pulse when

separate plasma flows do not yet overlap each other (see

Figs. 7(e)–7(h)). This can be explained by divergence of

emitted electrons, which results in a relatively large Larmor

radius (�5 mm). For comparison, the cathode plasma light

emission and x-ray images of the electron beam generated

by the carbon and Al cathodes in the same experimental con-

ditions are shown in Fig. 12. One can see significantly worse

uniformity of the light emission and cross-sectional current

density distribution than that obtained with the carbon fiber-

epoxy cathode. The diameter of the electron beam guided by

a magnetic field B� 3 kG (see Figs. 7(e)–7(h)), obtained by

x-ray images, was �3.5 cm, i.e., approximately equal to the

cathode’s diameter. In the same experimental conditions,

using the set of eight CFCs the electron current density radial

distribution was fitted by Gaussian distribution with a full

width at half maximum (FWHM) of �15 mm (see Fig. 13)

and maximal value of je� 175 A/cm2.

The test of the cathode design, shown in Fig. 1(b), with

a flat carbon fiber-epoxy surface and screening electrode,

showed similar features of light emission from the cathode

surface, namely bright emission spots at the apexes of the

carbon fiber-epoxy capillaries. However, in this case, bright

emission spots at the cathode periphery were not observed,

due the screening electrode (see Fig. 14(a)), the application

of which decreases the electric field at these locations. In

addition, x-ray images of the electron beam demonstrate that

the cross-sectional uniformity of the electron beam (see Fig.

14(b)) is improved in comparison with the cathode without

screening electrode. X-ray patterns of the electron beam gen-

erated in the presence of a guiding magnetic field B¼ 3 kG,

showed a slightly smaller diameter, �2.6 cm, than that of the

FIG. 10. Typical waveforms of the diode current and voltage in the cases of

planar and magnetically insulated coaxial diodes with carbon-epoxy capil-

lary cathode. B� 3 kG, dAK¼ 1 cm.

FIG. 11. Framing (20 ns in duration)

images of the light emission from the

cathode plasma in the case of the coaxial

diode obtained at different time delays

with respect to the beginning of the

accelerating pulse. B� 3 kG.
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cathode. This can also be explained by the decreased electric

field at the peripheral carbon fiber-epoxy, due to the screen-

ing electrode. Here it should be noted that, in spite of the

improved cross-sectional uniformity of the electron beam

current density, this cathode has a limited lifetime because

EE centers form after �20 generator shots on the surface

of the screening electrode, which was located at a distance of

�7 mm from the anode grid (average electric field of

220 kV/cm). Additional measures should be taken to avoid

this phenomenon.

C. Spectroscopic studies of the cathode and anode
plasmas

The cathode and anode plasma parameters at different

distances from the cathode were determined using non-

disturbing time- and space-resolved spectroscopy (see

Sec. II). In the experiments described in this section, the ex-

perimental conditions were dAK � 10 mm, uAK � 150 kV,

diode current of � 3 kA, and B � 3 kG.

1. Temporal evolution of spectral lines

First let us note the good reproducibility of the different

spectral line intensities obtained at the output of the spec-

trometer by the PMT. Nevertheless, waveforms of the spec-

tral line intensity were averaged over five different shots and

the resulting curve was smoothed in order to avoid noise

oscillations in the range above1 GHz: Here let us note that a

rough estimate showed that this optical setup allows us to

observe plasma with a density� 5� 1012 cm�3: The plasma

was found to be composed of hydrogen atoms along with

protons and singly and doubly ionized carbon ions, which

indicates a rather large temperature of plasma electrons

(C III requires plasma electrons with energy �24:5 eV).

Typical temporal behavior of C II ion spectral line inten-

sity at different distances from the cathode is shown in

Fig. 15. The almost identical intensities at 0 mm and 2 mm

from the cathode can be explained by the curvature of the

cathode. One can see a drastic decrease in the C II spectral

line intensity at a distance of 4 mm, which indicates a

steep decrease in the plasma density. In addition, a time

delay of �170 6 30 ns in the appearance of this line is

observed, which corresponds to a cathode plasma velocity

vpl ¼ ð1:560:3Þ � 106cm=s: Qualitatively, the same tempo-

ral evolution was obtained for the Hb spectral line intensity,

which also results in a hydrogen atom propagation velocity

vH � ð1:660:3Þ � 106 cm=s: The appearance of the Hb

spectral line at different distances from the cathode was also

measured using a 4Quik05A framing camera. These meas-

urements agreed well with the above results obtained using

the PMT. Thus, one can conclude that the expansion of the

plasma occurs with the same velocity for the hydrogen and

the carbon ions. Let us note that the spectral line of C III

(k¼ 4068.91 Å) was obtained only in the vicinity of the

carbon-epoxy capillaries, which also indicates a drastic

FIG. 12. Typical front images of light emission from the carbon (a) and aluminum (b) cathodes; typical x-ray images of the electron beam: (c) carbon cathode,

(d) aluminum cathode. sd� 150 ns. A Mo foil collector was behind the anode grid, B� 3 kG, dAk¼ 1 cm, frame duration 20 ns, uAK� 150 kV.

FIG. 13. Radial distribution of the electron beam current density for carbon-

epoxy capillary cathode. sd� 80 ns with respect to the beginning of the

accelerating pulse, B� 3 kG, dAK¼ 10 mm, uAK� 150 kV. CFCs were

placed behind the anode grid at a distance of 5 mm. The cathode design is

shown in Fig. 1(a).

FIG. 14. (a) Typical front image of light emission from the carbon-epoxy

capillary cathode, (b) typical x-ray image of the electron beam. (a)

sd� 48 ns, (b) sd� 60 ns. A Mo foil collector with scintillator was behind

the anode grid, B� 3 kG, dac� 1 cm. The frame duration is of 20 ns,

uac� 150 kV. The cathode is shown in Fig. 1(b).
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decrease in the cathode plasma density versus the distance

from the cathode.

The anode plasma formation was also studied with the

spectrometer and PMT at its exit. The obtained Hb, C II, and

C III spectral line intensities revealed that the anode plasma

appears at sd � 200 ns at a distance of 1 mm from the anode

grid. Calculations of the electron beam energy deposition

into the anode grid show that the threshold for plasma forma-

tion of �0.1 kJ/g,7,47 is reached at sd � 100 ns. Thus, one can

estimate the anode plasma velocity to be �106 cm=s. The

existence of hydrogen and carbon ions in the anode plasma

is explained by the ionization of the desorbed surface mono-

layers from the surface of the anode grid. Here, let us note

that the intensity of the Hb spectral line was significantly

smaller than in the case of the cathode plasma and not

enough to estimate the plasma density using Stark broaden-

ing analysis. In addition, a drastic increase in the intensity of

different spectral lines was obtained at sd � 500 ns. This phe-

nomenon was also obtained at all the other distances studied

inside the AK gap. This drastic simultaneous increase in

spectral line intensity coincides with the time at which the

accelerating pulse is terminated and can be explained by

overlapping between the propagating dilute cathode and an-

ode plasmas at that time. The drastic increase in the spectral

line intensities cannot be explained by a quick increase in

the plasma density throughout the entire AK gap. It can,

however, be explained by a fast increase in the plasma elec-

tron temperature and, a corresponding increase in the excita-

tion cross-section at the time when the AK gap is shortened

due to Joule heating of the plasma electrons by the current

that continues to flow through the plasma. Indeed, it was

obtained that the peaks in the intensity of the spectral lines

coincide with the peaks of the ringing diode current (by the

time the diode short-circuited, 30% of the stored energy

remained in the HV generator). This explanation also agrees

with the sharp increase in the spectral line of the CIII

(k¼ 4068.91 Å) ions, the intensity of which was negligible

prior to the AK gap shorting at that position, that was

obtained in the middle of the AK gap (�5 mm away from

the both anode and cathode).

Finally, in Fig. 16, one can see a steep decrease in the

intensity of the different spectral lines in relation to the dis-

tance from the cathode, which becomes practically invisible

at �2mm from the cathode. This also indicates a fast

decrease in the cathode plasma density, assuming that the

plasma electron temperature within the gap remains approxi-

mately constant. Thus, one can suppose that the bulk of the

cathode dense plasma remains in the vicinity of the cathode

and that only dilute plasma propagates toward the anode.

2. Spectral line broadening measurements

The plasma electron density ne, electron temperature,

and hydrogen temperature, were studied using the Stark and

Doppler broadening analysis of the Ha and Hb spectral lines

and collision-radiative modeling (CRM).44 Measurements of

the spectral line broadening were taken at different axial

positions from the cathode, 1 mm apart, until the signal

became unresolvable. In these experiments, the entrance slit

of the spectrometer was 50lm and the exposure time of the

fast framing camera was 100 ns: The spectral line profiles

were averaged over at least 10 shots and the error bars in

FWHM and intensity was 62% and 65%, respectively. The

Ha spectral line width was measured at different axial posi-

tions and at two different time intervals during the accelerat-

ing pulse. The hydrogen atom temperature was calculated

from Doppler broadening assuming an insignificant Stark

effect for this transition. This assumption can be considered

as reasonable for the Ha spectral line when a high frequency

ð>1011 s�1Þ electric field is absent and the plasma density is

�5� 1015 cm�3:48 These measurements show that the

hydrogen atoms’ temperature is approximately constant at

different distances from the cathode and reaches a rather

large value of 4.7 6 0.2 eV at sd¼ 250 6 50 ns; it decreases

to 3.7 6 0.2 eV at sd¼ 350 6 50 ns. In general, the obtained

hydrogen atoms’ temperature could not be used to determine

the plasma ion temperature in the case of a plasma density

�1015cm�3 because of the low ion-neutral collisional

frequency, which is �107 s�1 for a particles’ velocity of

�106 cm=s, and a collision cross-section of �10�15cm2.

However, in our case one can consider that the plasma ions

obtain the same temperature as that of the hydrogen atoms.

Indeed, rough estimates show that the density of the plasma

FIG. 15. Intensity of C II spectral line k¼ 4267.26 Å versus time for three

different axial positions.

FIG. 16. Temporal evolution of Hb, C II

(k¼ 4267.26 Å) and CIII (k¼ 4068.91 Å)

spectral lines intensity versus the distance

from the cathode.
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generated inside the capillary should be �3� 1016 cm�3,

which results in an ns time scale of ion-neutral collision fre-

quency, and a corresponding fast ion-neutral thermalization.

Nevertheless, the analysis of the spectral line broadening of

C II ions was carried out. This analysis revealed that the

spectral lines of CII ions have a FWHM of �1 Å, which cor-

responds to an unreasonable ion temperature of >300 eV.

Moreover, at a distance of 1 mm from the edge of the central

part of the cathode, the spectral lines exhibited two resolv-

able peaks (see Fig. 17). This structure of the spectral lines

(k¼ 3918.98 Å and k¼ 3920.69 Å) cannot be related to ei-

ther Zeeman or Stark splitting, since their effects are negligi-

bly small for the present experimental conditions, in

comparison with the observed splitting. In addition, ion cy-

clotron rotation can be excluded as a reason for the peaks

that were observed because this effect would lead to line

broadening; also, it should be observed at all distances from

the cathode. Let us also note that these two peaks could not

be explained by the plasma opacity either, because, as will

be shown, the plasma density and typical dimension do not

exceed 2� 1015 cm�3and 3 cm, respectively. One can sup-

pose that a fast radial expansion of dense plasma flow ejected

from the capillary is responsible for the obtained splitting of

the CII spectral lines at that distance. Since the distance

between capillaries is 1.5 mm, the overlapping between

neighboring plasma flows occurs at a small distance from the

capillaries’ tips, leading to ion thermalization by collisions

and, correspondingly, to a decrease in the radial expansion

velocity. The same concerns can be applied for the broaden-

ing of the Ha spectral line, which was assumed to be purely

thermal. Thus, the obtained temperature of 4.7 eV can be

considered only as an upper limit of the neutrals and ions’

temperature.

The Hb spectral line intensity was measured at the same

locations and times as the Ha spectral line. Using the Dopp-

ler broadening of the Ha spectral line, the FWHM of the

Stark broadening of the Hb spectral line was determined and

used to calculate the plasma electron density. In these calcu-

lations, the effects of electron impact and ion dynamics

were neglected, which can be considered as reasonable

assumptions for plasma of densities of <1016 cm�3:48 The

electron density distributions versus the distance from the

cathode at two different time intervals during the accelerat-

ing pulse are shown in Fig. 18. One can see that the densest

(up to 8� 1014 cm�3) plasma forms in the vicinity of the

cathode, at �1 mm from the edge of the central part of the

cathode, with a following steep decrease. This maximum in

the plasma density at that distance can be explained by the

overlapping of conical plasma flows generated by separate

capillaries.49 At sd> 300 ns, plasma with a density of

�3� 1014 cm�3 was obtained also at distances up to 3 mm

(in Fig. 18 this distance corresponds to 5 mm) from the edge

of the central part of the cathode. However, at distances

larger than 4 mm (in Fig. 18 this corresponds to distances

larger than 6 mm) the intensity of the Hb spectral line

becomes negligibly small, which indicates that the plasma

density at those locations does not exceed �1013 cm�3.

The plasma electron temperature, Te was determined

using a comparison between the measured and simulated (by

CR modeling) Hb=Ha ratio. The input parameters for the

time-dependent CR modeling were the plasma density

and electron temperature. It was shown that within the

studied ranges of the plasma parameters (density range

1014 � 1016 cm�3and temperature range 4� 13 eV), a steady

state Boltzmann distribution of excited energy levels popula-

tion does not exist and one has to take into account the time

dependence of the energy state population. For instance,

even for ne ¼ 1016 cm�3 and Te ¼ 13 eV, a steady state of

the energy level population was obtained only at sd> 100 ns.

The best fit between the simulated and experimental Hb=Ha

ratio was found for plasma electron temperature in the range

11 – 13 eV for plasma density in the range (5–10)

� 1014 cm�3 (see, example in Fig. 19). This rather large elec-

tron temperature agrees with the presence of the C III ions that

were already observed in the cathode plasma at sd�100 ns.

D. Electron beam transport in guiding magnetic field

The dependence of the amplitude of the electron beam

current on the value of the external magnetic field obtained

at a distance of 5 mm from the anode grid using a CFC

placed behind the anode grid is shown in Fig. 20. One can

FIG. 17. Splitting in the intensity profile of the C II spectral lines at 1 mm

from the cathode surface at different time delays with respect to the begin-

ning of the accelerating pulse.

FIG. 18. Plasma electron density versus the distance from the cathode for

two different time intervals during the accelerating pulse.
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see that an increase in the magnetic field from 0.3 kG to 2.5

kG leads to an increase in the electron beam current ampli-

tude registered by the CFC from 0.68 kA to �1.2 kA. This

can be explained by the decrease in the beam divergence that

is typical for carbon fiber emitters23 due to electron magnet-

ization, leading to the formation of a rigid electron beam.

The increase in the magnetic field from 2.5 kG up to 4 kG

does not change the beam amplitude, and a further increase

in the value of B even shows a decrease in the value of Id.

The latter can be explained by the decrease in the plasma

transverse expansion and, correspondingly, the decrease in

the effective plasma emission cross-sectional area.

In general, an electron beam that is generated in the

presence of a guiding magnetic field and injected without its

space charge neutralization into a vacuum drift space is char-

acterized by its azimuthal rotation during its axial propaga-

tion. The dependence of the electron beam current amplitude

versus the propagation distance L with respect to the anode

grid in the guiding uniform magnetic field B¼ 3 kG shows a

fast decrease in the electron beam current from �1160 A

behind the anode grid down to �470 A at a distance of

21.5 cm from it (see Fig. 21). This decrease in the beam

current cannot be explained by the beam self-space charge

Coulomb repulsion because the energy density of the

magnetic field significantly exceeds (�10 times) the energy

density of beam particles:45 B2=8p > nemec2c, where ne

� 5	1010 cm�3 is the electron beam density, and c is the light

velocity. Thus, the decrease in the beam current amplitude is

related to the formation of the virtual cathode (VC). Indeed,

injection of an electron beam with non-compensated space

charge and radius rb into a vacuum drift tube with radius rt

and having a current amplitude larger than the critical

current amplitude44 Icr ¼ 17ðc2=3 � 1Þ3=2=½1þ 2 lnðrt=rbÞ�
� 0:58 kA leads to the formation of a VC at a typical dis-

tance from the anode grid which is comparable with the

value of dAK and with the depth of the potential well,

uVC ’ 510ðc� c1=3Þ � 130 kV:46 Finally, the cross-

sectional distribution of the electron beam current density at

different distances L from the anode grid was studied using

x-ray images captured by a 4Quik05A camera. It was found

that the electron beam changes its structure from solid at the

entrance to the drift tube to hollow during its propagation.

Namely, at a distance L� 5 cm one already obtains a hollow

structure of the electron beam current density radial distribu-

tion (see Fig. 22).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, let us discuss the hollow structure of the

electron beam during its transport in the guiding magnetic

field in the drift tube. Let us consider a solid electron beam

of radius rb injected into a metallic chamber of radius rt,

through a grounded anode grid. It is assumed that a guiding

magnetic field is rather strong and prevents the radial motion

of the beam electrons. A radial potential well, u(r,z), which

is formed by the beam space charge, affects the longitudinal

motion of the electrons. Far from the anode grid, the poten-

tial u(r,z) does not depend on the longitudinal coordinate z.

When the beam current is so large that at a certain radius,

rc, the potential barrier, |u(rc)|, exceeds the beam accelerat-

ing voltage, uAK; the electrons whose injection radius, r0, is

smaller than rc cannot overcome the barrier and turn back to

the injection plane, whereas peripheral electrons continue

FIG. 19. Comparison between the CR simulated and experimental Ha/Hb ratio

for ne¼ 1015 cm–3 and Te¼ 11 eV. Lines – simulation; Dots – experiment.

FIG. 20. Dependence of electron beam current on magnetic field. dac

¼ 1.4 cm, uAK � 175 kV.

FIG. 21. Dependence of the electron beam current amplitude versus the dis-

tance from the anode grid. dAK� 1.4 cm, uAK� 180 kV, B¼ 3 kG.
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their motion along the chamber. In such a way, a hollow

beam can be formed when the injection current Ib exceeds

some critical value Icr the value of which can be estimated as

follows.

The continuity equation, nðr; zÞvðr; zÞ ¼ nðr; 0Þvðr; 0Þ
¼ n0ðrÞv0ðrÞ and the energy conservation law, mv2ðr; zÞ=2

�euðr; zÞ ¼ euAK allow the Poisson equation to be pre-

sented as,

1

r

d

dr
r

du
dr

� �
¼ 4pen0ðrÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ uðrÞ=uAK

p ; (1)

Here n0ðrÞ and v0ðrÞ are the radial distribution of the beam

density and velocity at the injection plane. Eq. (1) is valid far

from the grid, where the potential is independent on z. This

equation can be written in the dimensionless form

1

q
d

dq
q

dw
dq

� �
¼ IAIðqÞ

w3=2
b

1

1þ wðqÞ ; (2)

where q ¼ r=rb, w ¼ u=uAK; IðqÞ ¼ Ib if q < 1; and IðqÞ¼0

if q > 1; IA ¼ mec3=e; and wb ¼ euAK=2mc2: If Eq. (2) has a

solution that satisfies the boundary conditions wðqtÞ ¼ 0 (here

qt ¼ rt=rbÞ and ðdw = dqÞq¼0 ¼ 0, the beam propagates as a

whole through the chamber. Otherwise, only the peripheral part

of the beam can be transported through the chamber, whereas

the central part of the beam is reflected back. The numerical so-

lution of Eq. (2) with experimental values of the parameters

(uac � 150 kV, rt = rb ¼ 3) shows that the central part of the

beam is reflected back when the beam current exceeds 0.5 kA,

which agrees rather well with the experimental data.

V. SUMMARY

It was found that the carbon fiber-epoxy cathode can be

used for reliable generation of electron beams with je
� 300 A/cm2 at accelerating voltages of� 200 kV [average

value and rise time of the diode electric field are� 200 kV/cm

and �1013 V/(cm	s), respectively], pulse duration up to �450 ns

with a satisfactorily uniform cross-sectional distribution of the

electron beam current density. It was shown that the electric

field threshold for the beginning of the electron emission is

�15 kV/cm and that this cathode can sustain �3000 generator

pulses without any degradation in its emission properties.

The phenomenon governing the electron emission is

flashover plasma, which is formed along the internal surface

of the carbon-epoxy capillaries tube during the fast rise time

of the accelerating voltage. These plasma flows generated by

separate capillaries overlap one another at a distance of

�1 mm from the cathode capillaries. The time- and space-

resolved visible light observation and spectroscopy analysis

showed that the cathode plasma in the vicinity of the cathode

capillaries is characterized by ne� 1015 cm�3, Te� 13 eV,

Ti� 4 eV. It was shown that the cathode plasma density

decreases steeply with the distance from the cathode, and the

average axial expansion velocity of the plasma does not

exceed 1.6� 106 cm/s. In addition, it was found that the

main reason for the short-circuit of the AK gap is the early

formation of the anode plasma and its expansion towards the

cathode plasma.

Finally, it was shown that the injection into the drift space

of the electron beam with a current amplitude exceeding its

critical value leads to the VC formation and changes the

cross-sectional radial distribution of the electron beam current

density because inner electrons are reflected from the VC.
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